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ABSTRACT

The None-Too-Soon claim block comprises four 
lithologic and tectonic units: 1) autochthonous Lower 
Paleozoic limestone and shale, 2) allochthonous Lower 
Paleozoic (?) limestone and shale, 3) Permian Diablo 
Formation conglomerate, siltstone, and limestone, and 
4) altered diabase dikes.

High angle faults defined by massive quartz veins 
trend N-S through the mapped area. They are spatially 
coincident with the upturned trace of the Golconda thrust.

Three types of mineralization occur in the mapped 
area: 1) massive pyrite and pyrrhotite bodies, 2) quartz 
veins, and 3) late supergene limonite enrichment. The 
quartz veins consist of four stages of quartz which are 
distinguished by clarity and texture of crystals, fluid 
inclusions, associated minerals, and crosscutting 
relationships between veinlets.

Gold mineralization occurs within a limonite 
enrichment area along a N-S trending fault zone, silver 
mineralization occurs within one stage of quartz in massive 
quartz veins, and is associated with galena. Silver also 
occurs in a poorly exposed pyritic horizon within limestones 
of the lPz2 unit.

x



INTRODUCTION

Purpose
This study was undertaken with the purpose of mapping 

the lithologies and structures of surface and underground 
exposures, analyzing the character and stages of 
mineralization, and defining geochemical anomalies on the 
None-Too-Soon claim block in Wisconsin Canyon, Toiyabe 
Range, Nevada.

Method of Treatment
Surface lithologies, structures, and types of 

mineralization over an area 670 m x 600 m in dimension were 
mapped on a 1:1200 scale blow-up of the Toiyabe Peak USGS 
15' quadrangle topographic map. Four underground drifts and 
one road cut were mapped at 1:120. The underground maps 
were then projected onto the surface maps to help delineate 
hidden structures.

Thin sections were analyzed to help describe 
lithologies and original petrographies of rock types, and to 
recognize types and degrees of mineralization. Petrographic 
information was also provided by S. A. Williams of Globo de 
Plomo Enterprises through Gold Fields Mining Corporation.
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Compositional and temperature-pressure considerations 
of silicification were analyzed by fluid inclusion studies 
conducted by the author and Fluid, Inc. of Denver,
Colorado.

Grades of mineralization were studied by compiling 
sampling programs conducted by Freeport Exploration Company, 
Gold Fields Mining Corporation, and the author with P.E.R., 
Inc. The sampling programs consisted of rock chip and float 
samples of surface and underground exposures. In addition, 
three soil geochemistry lines were run, one by Gold Fields 
Mining Corporation and two by Freeport Exploration Company.

Assay lab work was done by three different labs. 
Monitor Geochemical Lab used roasted acid-digestion and A.A. 
for Au, A.A. for Ag, and Colorimetric for As. Shasta 
Analytical Labs used fire assay/one assay ton and A.A. for 
Au, and A.A. for Ag, As, and Sb. Soil samples were 
analyzed by Chemical & Mineralogical Services using roasted 
A.A. for Au and A.A. for Ag and As.

All samples were compiled on a revised 1:6000 
topographic base map provided by Gold Fields Mining 
Corporation. All samples within the main area of 
mineralization on the None-Too-Soon claim block were also 
compiled on a revised 1:1200 topographic base map also 
provided by Gold Fields Mining Corporation.
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Threshold and background values for Au, Ag, As, and 

Cu were calculated using cumulative frequency plots. 
Anomalous and threshold value samples were highlighted on 
the sample maps.

Location
The None-Too-Soon claim block is located in the Twin 

River District in the southern Toiyabe Mountains of central 
Nevada (see Figs. 1 & 2). The claim block is in an 
unsurveyed section within Wisconsin Canyon, 3 km north of 
the historic Ophir Canyon Mine.

The claim block is easily accessible by 4-wheel drive 
vehicle from either Austin on the north, or Tonopah on the 
south. From Tonopah, it is reached by driving 104 km north 
on Nevada State Highway 376 to the Ophir Road turnoff, then 
west on the Ophir Road approximately 2.9 km to a small dirt 
road which leads 3 km miles to the north across the range 
front to the mouth of Wisconsin Canyon.

At the canyon mouth the road forks, and the left hand 
fork leads up the canyon through a locked gate. The 
None-Too-Soon claim block is located on the north canyon 
wall, 4.4 km up Wisconsin Canyon from the range front. It 
is between elevations of 2290 m at the creek bottom and 
2800 m elevation at the top of the canyon wall.
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Toiyabe Mountains, Nevada
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Historical Information and Previous Work

First prospecting in Wisconsin Canyon was probably 
done between the 1860s and 1880s, contemporaneous with the 
prospecting, development, and mining of the Murphy Mine 
1.9 km to the south in Ophir Canyon. Although no datable 
relics from this period have been found, a number of younger 
relics are datable to the early 1900s. These include an 
embossed Standard Time Bourbon bottle dated 1902-1910 
(Wison, 1968), wooden ore cart rails in the underground 
workings, square nails, and an unusual 6 m diameter open air 
crucible used for early processing of sulfide ores.

No detailed geologic work has been done in Wisconsin 
Canyon proper. However, the area has been included in 
several regional studies.

The first published regional study was conducted by 
Ferguson (1924) and Ferguson & Cathcart (1954). Their work 
focused on units in the southern Toiyabe Mountains and the 
Round Mountain quadrangle which are thought to be 
correlative to those in Wisconsin Canyon. In 1967, 
Kleinhampl and Ziony compiled a regional geologic map of 
northern Nye County using much of Ferguson's original work.

Speed and MacMillan (1972), Speed et al (1977), and 
Speed (1977) studied stratigraphic and structural



relationships in the Diablo and Pablo Formations in the 
Toiyabe Mountains.

More recently, Babaie (1985) conducted a detailed 
structural analysis of the Golconda Allochthon from South 
Twin River to Marysville Canyon. Because of the poor 
exposure in Wisconsin Canyon, mapped units were extrapolated 
across parts of Wisconsin Canyon from better areas of 
exposure in Ophir and Summit Canyons.

During the 1984 field season numerous companies were 
invited to assess the claim block in Wisconsin Canyon. 
Freeport Exploration Company and Gold Fields Mining 
Corporation conducted sampling programs;

7



REGIONAL GEOLOGY

The Toiyabe Mountains are a north north-easterly 
trending elongate mountain range located in the central 
Basin and Range province of central Nevada. The geology of 
the Toiyabe Range encapsulates much of the lithologic and 
structural features that are characteristic of the Paleozoic 
era in this part of the North American Cordillera.

Stratigraphy

Lower Paleozoic Strata
The eastern flank of the Toiyabe range, (in the Twin 

River District), exposes approximately 1800 m of conformably 
deposited, Precambrian Z to Ordovician, massive to well 
bedded quartzites, phyllitic schists, argillites, slates, 
light gray marbled limestone, and black thinly laminated 
limestones. The rocks strike from N20W to N10E, (roughly 
parallel to the range crest), and dip steeply to the west. 
They are well exposed and crop out in blocky ledges that 
line steep canyon walls.

This Lower Paleozoic section includes the Cambrian 
Gold Hill Formation (Ferguson & Cathcart, 1954) and 
correlative Clear Creek Sequence (Means, 1962), and the

8
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undifferentiated Ordovician shale and limestone unit of 
Kleinhampl and Ziony (1967) and its correlative Broad 
Canyon, Crane Canyon, and Eastside Sequences (Means, 1962). 
The Lower Paleozoic units in Wisconsin Canyon are 
correlative with the Ordovician limestone and shale units of 
Kleinhampl and Ziony (1967). They are referred to as map 
units iPzl and lPz2 (see Fig. 3).

This Lower Paleozoic section is tectonically 
classified within the Cambrian quartzite-siltstone and 
Ordovician limestone-shale provinces of Stewart (1980) . In 
the Twin River District this package of conformable 
sedimentary rocks is thought to represent a mildly 
metamorposed succession of miogeoclinal strata deposited 
along the Paleozoic shelf of western North America 
(Kleinhampl and Ziony, 1984).

Permian Diablo Formation
Upper Paleozoic sedimentation in the Twin River 

District is represented by a thin succession of mildly 
metamorphosed limestone, siltstone, graywacke, and 
conglomerate of the Diablo Formation. The rocks lie with 
slight angular unconformity over the Lower Paleozoic shelf 
sediments.

The Upper Paleozoic sedimentary rocks in the central 
Toiyabe Mountains are included within the volcanic-carbonate 
and carbonate-conglomerate provinces of Stewart, (1980).
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They are thought to have accumulated within isolated basins 
within the eroding Antler Orogenic Highlands.

Cenozoic Plutons and Ignimbrites
Cenozoic igneous deposits in the Toiyabe Range 

consist of numerous small plutons and thick successions of 
ignimbrite.

The Ophir pluton is the nearest plutonic body to the 
Twin River District. It has been dated 53.9 + 1.5 m.y. 
using K-Ar isotopic method on biotite (Speed & McKee, 1976). 
It is medium grained, eguigranular hornblende biotite 
granodiorite. Contacts with the surrounding Paleozoic rocks 
are sharp, steep, and discordant with the structure of the 
enclosing rocks (Speed & McKee, 1976). In all exposures the 
Paleozoic sedimentary rocks adjacent to the pluton are 
moderately to strongly metamorphosed.

The entire southern part and the crest of the Toiyabe 
Range are covered with thick successions of Tertiary (34 to 
17 m.y.) volcanic deposits. They vary from andesitic flows 
and flow breccias to welded and nonwelded silicic ash-flow 
tuffs with minor interlayers of air-fall tuff (Stewart,
1980)
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Late Devonian Antler Orogeny
The Antler Orogeny, as first defined by Roberts 

(1949), describes a major structural event that thrust deep 
water, oceanic sedimentary and volcanic rocks eastward over 
contemporaneous miogeoclinal strata. This Devonian thrust 
faulting occurred along a zone of weakness through central 
Nevada referred to as the Roberts Mountain thrust.

The Roberts Mountain thrust has been traced from 
northern Nevada south to Kingston Canyon, 50 km north of 
Wisconsin Canyon. The thrust has only recently been 
identified in the central and southern portions of the 
Toiyabe Mountains. There, it is obscured both by the 
severely folded and faulted nature of the Paleozoic section 
and by the voluminous Tertiary volcanic rocks which overlie 
the Paleozoic sequence.

In the Twin River District the Antler Orogeny is 
represented by an angular unconformity between Lower and 
Upper Paleozoic strata (Kleinhampl and Ziony, 1984). This 
angular unconformity is located down-section and down-canyon 
from the mapped area in Wisconsin Canyon.
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Late Permian Sonoma Orogeny

The Sonoma Orogeny was the second major Paleozoic 
thrusting event in Nevada in which deep water, oceanic rocks 
were emplaced over coeval shallow marine rocks of the Antler 
Overlap Assemblage. it was originally defined by Silberling 
and Roberts (1962) to explain thrust faulting between the 
Havallah Formation and underlying shallow water Vinini 
Formation.

The Golconda allochthon represents the package of 
upper plate and allocthonous blocks that overlap the 
autochthonous lower plate rocks. It has been recognized for 
350 km from northern Nevada through the southern Toiyabe 
Mountains and westward to Candelaria.

In the Twin River District, the Golconda allochthon 
is represented by imbricately faulted and folded structural 
packages of deep water Pablo Formation, shallow water 
conglomerate and limestone of the Diablo units, and highly 
distorted Lower Paleozoic black shale and limestone. The 
Golconda thrust is defined as the structural discontinuity 
between autochthonous Diablo Formation and these imbricately 
faulted packages.

Economic Mineral Occurrences 
The Toiyabe and adjacent Toquima Ranges host 

several historically and recently important deposits of
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gold, silver, tungsten, and barite. Gold and silver have 
been mined from three different types of deposits: 1) 
epithermal deposits both in Tertiary volcanic host rocks 
(e.g. Round Mountain and Manhattan Districts) and in 
Paleozoic sedimentary host rocks (e.g. Northumberland and 
Manhattan Districts), 2) structurally controlled 
metamorphically (?) concentrated deposits in folded 
Paleozoic sedimentary rocks (e.g. Sumich Mine, Kingston 
Canyon), and 3) placer deposits (e.g. Manhattan District).

Tungsten was mined as scheelite from skarn deposits 
associated with Tertiary granitoids (e.g. Ophir Canyon 
Mine). Bedded barite was mined from deposits in Paleozoic 
sedimentary rocks (e.g. Northumberland and Summit Canyons).

The Twin River District hosts historically economic 
deposits of silver, gold, tungsten, and barite. Silver and 
gold worth $922,000 were mined from the Murphy Mine in Ophir 
Canyon from 1864-1890 (Kleinhampl and Ziony, 1984). High 
grade samples assayed $43/ton at approximately $20/oz Au.
The gold and silver occurred in massive sulfide lenses 
within massive quartz veins up to 2.5 m wide. The quartz 
veins crosscut Paleozoic sedimentary rocks. Ore grades were 
highest in vein quartz with high percentages of fine-grained 
pyrite.

Tungsten was mined as scheelite from a skarn deposit 
at the mouth of Ophir Canyon. It was mined intermittently
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from 1930-1980 (E. Tomany, verbal communication).
Molybdenum occurs as powellite in skarn depoits and as 
molybdenite in vugs in quartz veins. Bedded barite was 
mined during 1962-1964 from Paleozoic sedimentary rocks in 
Summit Canyon. Kleinhampl and Ziony (1984) estimated 
production from the Summit Canyon barite mine between 1,000 
to 10,000 tons of BaSO^.



DETAILED GEOLOGY

Wisconsin Canyon is an easterly draining, steep- 
walled canyon that rises from 1800 m to 3000 m at the top of 
the range crest. Outcrop exposure is generally poor, with 
good exposure only along narrow zones of silicification that 
run parallel to the length of the None-Too-Soon claim block. 
Vegetation in the canyon is dominated by stands of pinon 
pine and juniper, with mountain mahogany on drier, higher 
slopes.

Stratigraphy
The lithology of the None-Too-Soon claim block is 

separated into four primary mapping units, from oldest to 
youngest: 1) an autochthonous Lower Paleozoic limestone and 
shale unit, iPzl,* 2) an allochthonous Lower Paleozoic(?) 
limestone and shale unit, 1Pz2*, 3) conglomerate and 
limestone of the Permian Diablo Formation, Pd*, and 4) 
carbonate and clay altered diabasic dikes.

*Map unit. See Figs. 3 and 4.
15
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IPz Unit

The IPz unit covers approximately two-thirds of the 
mapped area, the easternmost and westernmost sections (see 
Fig. 3). It consists of two mapping subunits, iPzl and 
lPz2. The subunits are similar lithologically, but differ 
in their structural characteristics and inferred tectonic 
affinity.

Earlier published classifications and nomenclatures 
of the IPz unit are confusing. Ferguson and Cathcart (1954) 
mapped a region to the south, and correlated what this 
report calls the IPz unit in the Twin River District with 
the Ordovician Palmetto Formation in the southern Toiyabe 
Mountains. Since that time, the definition of the Palmetto 
Formation has been revised by separation into allochthonous 
and autochthonous sections, and correlation with the IPz 
unit is uncertain.

Stewart (1972) mapped the lower Paleozoic section in 
Summit Canyon, just to the north of Wisconsin Canyon. He 
tentatively correlated this part of the section with the 
Cambrian and Ordovician Broad Canyon Sequence of Means 
(1962) found to the north in Lander County. The Broad 
Canyon Sequence is similar lithologically to the IPz unit 
observed in Wisconsin Canyon, but no publication has yet 
correlated the two sections.
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Kleinhampl and Ziony (1967) placed all of the 
questionable sections of Lower Paleozoic limestone and shale 
of the Toiyabe and Toquima Ranges into one newly defined 
unit, map unit Ocsl. The Ocsl unit was defined as a section 
of undifferentiated Ordovician limestone and shale.

To avoid unclear nomenclature and uncertain 
correlations, this study divided the Lower Paleozoic 
limestone and shale section into two mapping subunits, iPzl 
and 1Pz2. Both subunits of the iPz unit consist of gray to 
black laminated limestone, shale, and phyllite. All 
lithologies are locally very carbonaceous and pyritic.

The rocks of the IPz unit are mildly metamorphosed. 
The limestones are recrystallized and in places the shales 
are weakly hornfelsed. Numerous quartz and calcite veinlets 
crosscut bedding planes near heavily faulted areas. Along 
faults, quartz veins, and diabase dikes the rocks are black 
and phyllitic in texture. No fossils were found in any part 
of the section.

IPzl. The easternmost subunit of the IPz unit, IPzl, 
covers approximately one-third of the mapped area (see Fig. 
3). It is directly traceable to the north to Summit Canyon, 
where tentative correlations with the Broad Canyon Sequence 
have been made (Stewart, 1972).

As described above, the IPzl unit weathers easily, 
forming dark gray to black slopes of talus and soil with



rare outcrops. The unit is, therefore, best mapped by 
tracing its blackened soil boundaries from aerial 
photographs or viewing it from atop adjacent ridges.

The lower contact of the iPzl subunit is down-canyon 
from the mapped area, but is conformable with the Cambrian 
Gold Hill Formation. It is a gradational contact, and can 
be mapped using a distinctive marker bed of white friable 
marble.

The upper contact of the IPzl subunit with the 
Permian Diablo Formation is not exposed in Wisconsin Canyon. 
To the south in Ophir Canyon, Speed (1977) observed that the 
contact is an angular unconformity. However, strike and dip 
measurements in both the Diablo and the IPzl subunit in 
Wisconsin Canyon indicate that both are relatively close in 
orientation. Thus, if the contact is an unconformity, the 
angularity of it must be small in Wisconsin Canyon.

The IPzl subunit strikes from NlOW to NlOE and dips 
steeply to the west. Shale beds are gently folded.

The IPzl subunit is unmineralized in Wisconsin 
Canyon. It is typically unaltered and has only one location 
where a bullish milky quartz vein crops out within its 
boundaries.

Narrow calcite veinlets locally cross bedding planes, 
and are spatially associated with recrystallized limestone 
and fault zones. Small limonite pods occur locally. They

18
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are unmineralized, and probably represent weathering of 
diagenetic pyrite within the black limestone and shale.

lPz2. Subunit lPz2 covers the western third of the 
mapped area (see Fig. 3). It is poorly exposed on the 
surface, but is cut by three small underground drifts on the 
None-Too-Soon claim block.

The lower contact of the !Pz2 subunit is a fault 
contact and is marked by a series of high angle milky quartz 
veins that separate the Permian Diablo Formation on the east 
from the 1Pz2 subunit on the west.

The upper contact of the !Pz2 subunit is not exposed 
on the None-Too-Soon claim block, but Babaie (1985) mapped 
the contact as a fault against allochthonous tectonic 
packages of the Golconda Allochthon. The 1Pz2 subunit has 
extremely variable strike and dip orientations on the 
surface, indicative of strong folding within the unit. The 
subunit is both bordered and cut by a series of quartz veins 
and altered diabase dikes. These are rocks of main interest 
for gold and silver mineralization.

Diablo Formation
The Diablo Formation covers the central one-third of 

the field area. It is a 200 m thick unit consisting of a 
homoclinal succession of mildly metamorphosed conglomerate, 
graywacke, siltstone, and limestone.
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The Diablo Formation was originally named by Ferguson 
and Cathcart (1954) for chert-fragment-bearing sediments of 
Permian (Guadalupian) age in central Nevada. Speed (1977) 
found that some of the originally classified rocks were 
autochthonous and some were allochthonous or of unknown 
affinity. He revised the terminology and suggested that 
only those sections of autochthonous character be classified 
as Diablo Formation. The remaining allochthonous units and 
units of unknown affinity were referred to as Diablo units.

Good exposures of the Diablo Formation in Wisconsin 
Canyon are present only along the canyon bottom where they 
crop out in low-lying, light gray to tan or brown, iron 
stained, blocky ledges. At higher levels the strata form 
talus slopes.

The base of the Diablo Formation is unexposed in 
Wisconsin Canyon, but it is believed to be a slight angular 
unconformity (see IPzl-subunit description). The top of the 
Diablo Formation has been faulted away and the highest . 
exposed section lies in fault contact with the allochthonous 
1Pz 2 subunit. The contact is defined by the zone of milky 
quartz veins inferred to represent the location of the 
Golconda thrust (see Discussion section).

Conglomerates compose approximately 30% of the 
succession. They comprise varying percentages of quartzite 
and chert clasts in matrices of quartz and/or calcite;
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locally, cubic pyrite composes up to 10% of the matrix. The 
clasts are subrounded to rounded and range in size from 1 mm 
to 7 cm in diameter. The pebbles are aligned parallel to 
bedding planes.

In an easternmost section of the Diablo exposure a 
small pit has been excavated into a sulfide rich section of 
pebble conglomerate. The pebbles in the conglomerate are 
flattened to dimensions of 1 cm by 7 cm. Swirls of 
pyrrhotite bend around the pebbles and form from 10 to 35% 
of the rock.

One to three meter thick beds of graywacke and 
siltstone are interbedded with the conglomerate beds. The 
graywackes and siltstones are composed chiefly of moderately 
well sorted quartz grains, and have varying percentages of 
sericite replacing plagioclase grains. Cubic pyrite is 
ubiquitous and forms from 1% to 15% of the rock.

Upward, the Diablo Formation becomes increasingly 
carbonate-rich, and includes at least 50 m of marbleized 
limestone. The limestone is gray on fresh surfaces, 
crystalline and unaltered, and forms distinctly bedded 
outcrops interfingering with minor sandy lenses.

The Diablo Formation is dated in the southern Toiyabe 
Range as late Permian (possibly Wolfcampian to Guadalupian) 
(Speed, 1977) . The fossils dated were macrofossils and 
conodonts from the basal 10 m of the section. No fossils
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were found in Wisconsin Canyon. This may either be because 
the section is mildly metamorphosed or because the basal 
10 m are covered with soils and alluvium.

Diabase Dikes
Numerous altered diabase dikes intrude the 1Pz2 unit 

near its contact with the Diablo Formation. The dikes are 
not exposed in surface outcrops. They are seen in the 
underground workings (see Fig. 5) and along the upper road 
cut.

The dikes crosscut folded beds of the 1Pz 2 unit and 
large veins of quartz, and are crosscut by numerous 2-5 mm 
veinlets of calcite and/or quartz. The dike rocks are light 
brown on weathered surfaces and dark to light green on fresh 
surfaces. They are porphyritic rocks that have been altered 
by carbonate, sericite, and chlorite. Sericite replaces 
relic plagioclase phenocrysts, and antigorite and chlorite 
replace pyroxenes. Calcite is mixed with sericite and 
antigorite. Magnetite composes approximately 5% of the 
rock.

On many fresh surfaces light green micas are 
scattered throughout the rock. X-ray diffraction patterns 
confirm the micaceous mineralogy of these minerals.
However, it is not known whether they are fuchsite or 
another mica.
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The predominant structural features are isoclinal 
folds within subunit lPz2 and high angle faults between 
subunit 1Pz2 and the Diablo Formation. Overall, structural 
features and relationships are difficult to describe and 
measure because of poor exposure and stratigraphic control 
on the claim block.

Isoclinal Folds
The lPz2 subunit has extremely variable strike and 

dip orientations on the surface, indicative of strong 
folding within the unit. The folding is best observed in 
underground exposures (Adit 2).

On a small scale the folding is characterized by 
isoclinal folds with pervasive axial plane faulting. Larger 
scale folding is not readily observable because of the poor 
exposure of the unit on the surface. Foliation is developed 
only along faults.

Axial plane measurements were plotted on a stereo- 
net. Small scale fold axial plane orientations varied 
widely from N18W 35NE to N44W 89SW. Fold axes are oriented 
from NICE 3IN and N40W 21W. It is believed that the 
measurements of axial planes and fold axes were not accurate 
because of the wide variance in measurements, and more 
importantly, because the fold axes did not lie on the axial 
planes when plotted on stereographic projections.
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Two different scales of folding were observed. The 

first, on which the measurements described above were taken, 
are isoclinal folds with amplitudes of 1 to 2 m. The second 
are gentle secondary folds with amplitudes of 15 to 30 cm. 
The secondary folds occur on the limbs of the larger 
isoclinal folds within shaly sections of subunit 1Pz2.

Faults
High angle faults are concentrated along a N-S 

trending zone which defines the contact between subunit 1 p z 2  

and the Diablo Formation (see Figs. 3 and 4). The fault 
zone is 30 to 60 m wide, 500 m long, and is nearly vertical. 
It is a complex zone composed of numerous individual high 
angle faults in en echelon patterns across the fault zone. 
Individual faults strike N30W to N25E and dip steeply SOW to 
80E. The average orientation is N5E 85NW. The faults are 
filled by massive quartz veins. The quartz veins are 
commonly bordered by 15-30 cm wide zones of clays and 
remobilized carbon.

Metamorphism
Subunits IPzl and 1Pz2, and the Diablo Formation have 

been affected by regional metamorphism. Subunit lPz2 and 
the Diablo Formation have been affected by contact 
metamorphism. Contact metamorphism postdates regional 
metamorphism.
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Regional metamorphism is most apparent in subunit 

lPz2 where it produced greenschist facies mineral 
assemblages. Shale beds are directionally metamorphosed to 
phyllites which consist of quartz, muscovite and sericite, 
organic matter, pyrite, and minor chlorite. Graphite occurs 
along bedding planes. In the Diablo formation phyllitic 
textures, comprised of quartz and muscovite or sericite, 
often coat bedding planes within the conglomerate.

Contact metamorphism is best observed in the Diablo 
Formation where limestones are recrystallized to marble. In 
the 1Pz2 subunit minor interbeds of limy shales are 
hornfelsed. Contact metamorphism is probably related to the 
Ophir pluton, located 4 km south of the mapped area (see 
Regional Geology). Skarn deposits occur along the exposed 
western contact of the Ophir Pluton. The extent of the 
aureole beyond Wisconsin Canyon is unknown.

Contact metamorphic textures appear to overprint 
regional metamorphic textures. Evidence of this is best in 
unit 1Pz2 where phyllites are interbedded with limy shale 
units which are hornfelsed but not foliated. In the Diablo 
Formation, conglomerates with flattened pebbles and bedding 
plane foliations are interbedded with limestones which are 
recrystallized to marble, but are unfoliated.
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Discussion

As noted above in the discussion of stratigraphy, 
subunit lPz2 is lithologically similar to subunit iPzl. 
However, the two subunits differ substantially from each 
other in their structural characteristics and tectonic 
affinities.

Subunit IPzl is unfolded, unfaulted, conformable 
within the lower Paleozoic succession, and is laterally 
continuous into the Broad Canyon Sequence in Summit Canyon. 
Subunit lPz2 is isoclinally folded, faulted along numerous 
axial planes of the folds, and is in fault contact with its 
adjacent units. Subunit IPzl is here considered to be 
autochthonous. Subunit lPz2 may be allochthonous, and 
contained within the Golconda Allochthon.

Babaie (1985) studied the lithology and structure of 
the Golconda Allochthon in the Toiyabe Mountains from North 
Twin River to Marysvale, an area including Wisconsin 
Canyon. He based the location of the Golconda thrust on the 
stratigraphic discontinuity between the autochthonous Diablo 
Formation on the east and allochthonous deep water sediments 
on the west. In studying the allochthon he found that it 
was composed of numerous imbricate faulted slices of "Lower 
Paleozoic, Early Triassic, and Upper Paleozoic blocks in 
that order above the Golconda thrust" (Babaie, 1984 p.4).
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On the basis of Babaie's work, the location of the 
Golconda thrust can be located in Wisconsin Canyon 
approximately at the contact between the homoclinal 
sequences of Permian Diablo Formation on the east and the 
highly folded and faulted section of Lower Paleozoic (?) 
rocks, lPz2, on the west. This method locates the Golconda 
thrust along the N-S trending fault zone which runs through 
the middle of the None-Too-Soon claim block (see Fig. 3).

The north-south trending fault zone is a series of 
high angle faults which together form a fractured area 30 to 
60 m wide and 500 m long (See Structure Section and Figs. 3 
and 4). It must be inferred from the steep dip of the 
faults that tectonic events subsequent to the low angle 
thrusting of the Golconda allochthon folded the Golconda 
thrust to a steeper dip in the vicinity of Wisconsin 
Canyon.

These tectonic movements may have occurred at the 
same time as regional metamorphism which metamorphosed on 
the iPz units and the Diablo Formation. The tectonism must 
have pre-dated the intrusion of the diabase dikes, however, 
because the dikes are not metamorphosed.



MINERALIZATION

Mineralization on the None-Too-Soon claim block was 
studied in two sections: character and geochemistry of 
mineralization. The study utilized field mapping and 
sampling, hand specimen and thin section descriptions, assay 
compilations and calculation of background values. X-ray 
mineralogy, and fluid inclusion studies.

This chapter on mineralization is divided into five 
sections: types of mineralization, alteration assemblages,
vein mineralogy and paragenesis, fluid inclusions, and 
discussion of data. The geochemistry of mineralization is 
discussed in the Geochemistry Chapter.

There are three types of mineralization on the 
None-Too-Soon claim block. From oldest to youngest they 
are: pyrrhotite and pyrite lenses in host lithologies,
quartz and calcite veining, and late stage limonite 
supergene enrichment.

Mineralization Types

Pyrite and Pyrrhotite I s
The None-Too-Soon claim block covers an area which is 

distinctly iron-stain brown on aerial photographs. The iron
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stain is goethite formed from two main sources: weathering 
of pyrite and pyrrhotite both within the Diablo Formation 
and along the contact between unit 1Pz2 and the Diablo 
Formation, and limonite supergene enrichment along the 
contact between unit 1Pz2 and the Diablo Formation. The 
pyrite and pyrrhotite zones in the mapped area consist of a 
diagenetic pyrite, an introduced pyrite, and a synsedimen- 
tary pyrrhotite.

Diagenetic Pyrite. Pyrite is commonly found in both 
siltstone and limestone of the Diablo Formation and the 1Pz2 
unit. It occurs as disseminated cubic crystals in siltstone 
and limestone, and in metamorphically segregated boudins of 
quartz within the lPz2 unit (Adit 2).

The overwhelming majority of pyrite found in surface 
and underground exposures is fresh, cubic, not associated 
with veins, and assays below background in Au, Ag, and As.
It is considered to be diagenetic pyrite and to have no 
mineral potential.

Introduced Pyrite. Non-cubic, gold- and silver
bearing pyrite occurs in poorly exposed sections of both the 
Diablo Formation and the lPz2 unit. The pyrite is found in 
both massive pyritic lenses which run through limestone in 
Adit 1 and as disseminated pyrite crystals in the matrices 
of conglomerate of the Diablo Formation.
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Unlike the rocks which contain diagenetic pyrite, 

rocks with introduced pyrite are anomalous in gold, and 
above background in silver and arsenic. Moreover, rocks 
with introduced pyrite contain minute veinlets of quartz 
(Adit 1).

Synsedimentary Pyrrhotite. Massive magnetic 
pyrrhotite is found in metamorphosed conglomerates on the 
far eastern side of the field area (see Fig. 3). It 
composes up to 35% of the rock and is segregated into 
foliated pods that surround elongated pebbles of chert and 
quartzite.

Scarce grains of microscopic chalcopyrite dot the 
matrix of the conglomerates. Colloform patches of pyrite 
occur within the pyrrhotite.

The pyrrhotite zone is thought to be either 
diagnetic pyrite which was metamorphosed into magnetic 
pyrrhotite, or to represent an exhalative horizon within the 
Diablo Formation. Thin section examination reveals 
fragments of diabase, traces of tourmaline with the 
sulfides, and possibly chemically deposited chert cementing 
the rock (Williams, 1984). Poor exposure near the horizon 
prevents detailed field studies.

The pyrrhotite zone is above background but below 
anomalous values in gold, arsenic, and copper (see 
Geochemistry Chapter). It is below background in 
silver.
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Quartz Veins

Quartz veins are the most volumetrically important 
type of mineralization in the mapped area. Two styles of 
quartz veining occur: an early vein quartz found only in 
boudins in the folded !Pz2 unit, and a later series of more 
continuous massive quartz veins found in all units. The 
massive quartz veins are themselves complex veins composed 
of three stages of quartz. The mineralogy and fluid 
inclusions of each individual stage will be discussed in 
further sections.

Early Quartz Vein Boudins. Small pods of vitreous 
quartz form boudins in the isoclinally folded shales and 
hornfels of the !Pz2 unit (Adit 2). The quartz pods contain 
abundant 0.5-1 cm wide cubic pyrite and are thought to be 
quartz and pyrite segregated from the host lithology during 
metamorphism (see Fluid Inclusion Section). The quartz pods 
are the oldest quartz veining on the None-Too-Soon claim 
block, and are cut by later massive quartz and calcite 
veins.

Massive Quartz Veins. Massive quartz veins form 
resistant outcrops throughout the central part of the mapped 
area. The veins crop out along a fault zone between the 
Diablo Formation and the lPz2 unit, and in faults and 
fissures within the !Pz2 and Diablo units.
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The massive quartz veins contain three different 

stages of quartz mineralization. All three stages occur as 
innumerable veinlets which are profoundly intertwined, and 
together form massive quartz veins (see Fig. 6). The 
individual stages are distinguished by clarity and texture 
of quartz, minerals associated with the quartz, crosscutting 
relationships of the veinlets of different stages and 
distinguishing fluid inclusions.

Specific mineralogic, textural, and genetic 
characteristics of each stage will be discussed further 
under the Paragenesis and Fluid Inclusion sections. The 
focus here is on the general geologic and structural aspects 
of the massive veins.

The massive veins vary in size from 0.3 to 3.2 m 
wide, 1 to 16 m long, and 0.3 to 6 m above the ground level. 
They commonly occur in parallel arrays or en echelon zones 
of numerous separate veins. The veins vary in orientation 
from N30W to N25E, but have an average strike of N5E (see 
Fig. 3). They typically dip steeply to the west, but have 
extremes of 45W to 85E.

The massive veins differ in several characteristics 
depending on their geologic setting. Along the fault 
contact between the Diablo and lPz2 unit, the veins consist 
of a multitude of crisscrossing veinlets of quartz and/or 
subordinate calcite. They contain silicified fragments of
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Figure 6: Massive quartz vein and the relationship of three 
stages of mineralization which comprise it
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host rock, and have poorly defined vein wall boundaries. 
Percentages of vein quartz and calcite relative to host rock 
fragments decreases linearly away from the veins over a 
distance of from 6 to 16 m. Conversely, the middle sections 
of the veins contain very few fragments of host rock.

Within the lPz2 unit the veins are also a network of 
crisscrossing veinlets. However, they usually have sharper 
vein wall boundaries, and do not contain many fragments of 
host rock.

The veins in the lPz2 unit are frequently bound by 
15 to 30 cm wide zones of black remobilized carbon and clay 
fault gouge. Graphite coats fault surfaces, and numerous 
stylolitic seams swirl through the vein rocks. In these 
areas, the veins are often associated with altered diabase 
dikes.

In the Diablo Formation the massive veins are 
typically much narrower, (3 to 30 cm), have sharp vein-wall 
boundaries, and do not contain brecciated host rock 
fragments. Moreover, they are almost entirely composed of 
one stage of quartz, (Stage III), rather than all three 
stages crisscrossing complexly within the veins.

The massive quartz veins crosscut all lithologies, 
but are crosscut by altered diabase dikes. No dates are 
available for the diabase dikes.
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Limonite Supergene Enrichment
The third type of mineralization in the mapped area 

is late limonite supergene enrichment. Quartz veins on the 
easternmost side of the fault contact between the Diablo 
Formation and the 1Pz2 unit are highly fractured and the 
fractures are filled with earthy limonite. The limonite 
makes up from 20 to 30% of the rock, and contains anomalous 
gold (see Geochemistry Chapter).

Alteration Assemblages
Alteration of host lithologies on the None-Too-Soon 

claim block is restricted to narrow areas (<3 m wide) near 
quartz veins and diabase dikes. Table I summarizes the 
alteration assemblages found in the mapped area, and 
correlates them with specific lithologies. It lists the 
frequency of a particular assemblage within a lithology, and 
gives a short description of any geologic controls on the 
assemblage.

The alteration assemblages in the mapped area are 
quartz, calcite-chlorite-antigorite + fuchsite(?), 
sericite, and remobilized carbon.

Silicification is found along high angle structures. 
It is concentrated in veins both along the trace of the 
fault contact between the Diablo Formation on the east and 
the lPz2 unit on the west, and in narrow faults within both 
lithologies.
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Lithology
iPzl 1Pz2 Diablo

Formation
Diabase
Dikes

Silicification Rare Common - in 
veins along 
structures.

Calcite- 
chlorite- 
antigorite- 
+ fuchsite(?)

Occasional- 
along complex 
structures 
with dike 
rocks.

Very common- 
pervasive in 
dike rocks.

Sericite Common-near 
silicifica
tion of host 
rocks.

Occasional- 
replacing 
plagioclase in 
graywackes.

Common
replacing
plagioclase.

Remobilized
carbon

Rare Common-along
structures.

Common-near
faults
against lPz2.
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Calcite-chlorite-antigorite assemblages are pervasive 

in altered diabase dikes (see Detailed Geology). A green 
mica is also commonly present with this assemblage. It 
shows characteristic mica patterns in X-ray and is possibly 
fuchsite. Definite identification has not been made.

Sericite or montmorilloniteC?) replaces plagioclase 
in the lPz2 unit near zones of silicification, in the Diablo 
unit near the pyrrhotite zone, and ubiquitously in the 
diabase dikes.

Carbon is commonly remobilized along structures 
within and near the 1 P z 2  unit. It mixes with clay fault 
gouge to form black gouge along quartz veins and dikes. 
Graphite also occurs along structures and bedding planes in 
strongly folded sections of the lPz2 unit.

Vein Mineralogy and Paraqenesis
Vein mineralogy and paragenesis were studied by 

identifying ore and gangue minerals, studying textures in 
the veins, and noting relative temporal relationships 
between different assemblages.

Thirty samples of vein were slabbed and twenty-five 
cut into thin sections. Nine of the twenty-five thin 
sections were doubly polished for opaque mineral 
identification. Mineral identification was done using hand
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specimen determination, transmitted and reflected-light 
microscopy, and X-ray diffraction.

The paragenetic sequence is outlined in Fig. 7. 
Synsedimentary and supergene minerals are included on the 
diagram for their temporal relationships to the hypogene 
mineralogy. The discussion of vein mineralogy and 
paragenetic sequence is organized from oldest to youngest 
stages of quartz veining.

Stage I Mineralization
Stage I mineralization consists of a vitreous 

anhedral quartz which occurs in truncated and/or boudin pods 
within the shale and hornfels of the !Pz2 unit. It occurs 
most commonly in Adit 2 where it is associated with early 
pyrite. Pyrite is the only mineral associated with Stage I 
quartz. It occurs in 3 mm wide cubic crystals which 
interlock with smaller quartz crystals. The outer edges of 
pyrite crystals have weathered to limonite and stained the 
quartz a deep reddish brown. Stage I quartz is thought to 
be the oldest stage of quartz because it is seen truncated 
by but never truncating other stages of vein quartz.
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Stage II Mineralization

Stage II mineralization is the most volumetrically 
important stage of quartz veining found in the mapped area. 
It forms thousands of interwoven veinlets that compose the 
majority of the massive quartz vein outcrops.

Viewed microscopically, individual quartz crystals 
are cloudy and subhedral. They are almost always strained, 
and occasionally appear recrystallized.

Calcite is the only mineral found associated with 
Stage II quartz. Calcite is found both within the Stage II 
quartz veinlets, and in pure calcite veinlets that crosscut 
and/or are crosscut by Stage II quartz. The calcite veins 
are usually less than 3 cm wide, but occur rarely up to 1 m 
wide. Calcite grains in the calcite masses are 0.10 mm to 
3 cm in diameter. They are cloudy, subhedral to euhedral 
rhombohedrons. Pyrite and carbonaceous material occur in 
very narrow seams which appear to follow late fractures.

Narrow veinlets of Stage II quartz crosscut Stage I 
quartz boudins in Adit 2. Stage II quartz is both 
interwoven with and, more commonly, crosscut by veinlets of 
Stage III quartz. Thus, it is younger than Stage I quartz 
and older than but overlapping with Stage III quartz.
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Stage III Mineralization

Stage III mineralization is most important stage for 
economic mineral potential. It is the second most 
volumetrically important stage of quartz veining. Stage III 
mineralization occurs both within the massive quartz veins 
with Stage II and IV mineralization, and alone in veins 
within the Diablo Formation.

Stage III quartz was not originally recognized in 
field and hand specimen examination because it looks similar 
to Stage II quartz. It was identified in the fluid 
inclusion study, where the inclusions in clear quartz were 
different from those in Stage II quartz. It was then noted 
that Stage III quartz commonly contains galena + limonite 
and azurite.

Stage III quartz is vitreous in hand specimen and 
clear to cloudy in thin section. The grains are subhedral 
and interlock with euhedral galena when it is present.

Galena, pyrite, and secondary azurite and limonite 
are associated with Stage III quartz. The galena is 
subhedral to euhedral, and displays well-developed cubic 
cleavage in polished sections. It is 0.1 mm to 3 mm in 
diameter and forms 0 to 20% of the rock. Rare grains of 
chalcopyrite occur near the galena and have been weathered 
locally to give rise to azurite and limonite.
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Pyrite is infrequently found in Stage III veins. It 

is usually fine-grained and weathered to limonite. Azurite 
is found near Adit 1 in Stage III quartz. It forms minute 
crystals along fractures near galena-bearing veins.

Stage III quartz is believed to be younger than Stage 
II quartz because it was found crosscutting one section of 
Stage II quartz (Sample QBx3 on Fig. 10). However, because 
of the multitude of episodes of Stage II quartz, and pos
sibly Stage III quartz, the two probably overlap in time.

Stage IV Mineralization
Stage IV mineralization consists of a late-stage, 

vug-filling quartz which is found irregularly along the 
trend of the massive quartz veins and near Adit 4. It is 
clear, and forms euhedral 1 to 3 mm long crystals. Euhedral 
barite infrequently lines vug walls. Small dogtooth calcite 
is rarely found also.

Stage IV quartz is found predominantly in vugs within 
Stage II and III massive quartz veins. It is the youngest 
stage of quartz in the mapped area.

Fluid Inclusions
A fluid inclusion study was conducted to determine 

the origin of the quartz veining and the composition of its 
source fluids. An inclusion study was also done on these 
veins by Jim Reynolds of Fluid, Inc., Denver, Colorado. In
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both studies, similar types of inclusions were observed and 
both led to approximately the same conclusions. The 
following discussion will be based both on the study 
completed by the author, and on observations and 
measurements conducted by Fluid, Inc.

Method of Study
Fluid inclusion studies were conducted on a SGE-USGS 

designed gas-flow heating/freezing stage at the University 
of Arizona. The stage was calibrated using melting of salts 
above room temperature, and by freezing of distilled water 
at 0°C and organic liquids below 0°C. Fluid, Inc. studies 
were conducted on a Fluid, Inc. adapted USGS gas-flow 
heating/freezing stage.

Ten samples of vein material were selected which were 
representative of all three stages of quartz previously 
identified in hand specimen and by inspection of thin 
sections. The samples were cut into doubly polished thin 
sections, using methods which kept the samples near room 
temperature during the preparation processes.

The thin sections were then studied under the 
microscope. Descriptions of the shapes, types, possible 
composition, and determination of primary vs. secondary 
character of the inclusions were made. Freezing and 
homogenization temperatures of inclusions considered to be 
primary were measured and plotted on a histogram.
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All samples have large populations of fluid 
inclusions. The majority of inclusions occur along healed 
microfractures, and therefore, are secondary. Primary 
inclusions occur in Stage III quartz. They are CC^-rich and 
commonly decrepitate before homogenization at 200 to 225°C. 
Those which did not decrepitate homogenized near a mean of 
289°C.

The three stages of quartz previously identified in 
hand specimen and thin section analyses were distinguishable 
by their characteristic fluid inclusions. Moreover, the 
additional stage of quartz (Stage III) was identified on the 
basis of the fluid inclusions. Observations derived from 
the fluid inclusion data indicate that the stages of quartz 
were all either derived from and/or later subjected to 
metamorphic processes.

Stage I. Stage I quartz is a vitreous anhedral 
quartz which occurs as boudins within the lPz2 unit. Large 
populations of fluid inclusions occur throughout the quartz 
and are all considered secondary in origin. Three different 
types of inclusions were observed in the samples based on 
the number of phases present, shapes, and relationship to 
grains and grain boundaries.

Type 1: One- and two-phase fluid inclusions with
highly irregular shapes and inconsistent vapor to liquid
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ratios. Uncommonly, one larger inclusion is surrounded by 
numerous smaller inclusions. These textures and 
inconsistent vapor to water ratios may represent natural 
decrepitation textures indicative of prograde metamorphism 
of the quartz (Touret, 1981).

Type 2: One-phase inclusions which vary dramatically
in size and shape. Most are clustered near grain 
boundaries. These inclusions, near grain boundaries, are 
thought to be contemporaneous with recrystallization during 
metamorphism (Reynolds, 1984).

Type 3: One-phase inclusions along planes which
crosscut grains and grain boundaries. They are 
approximately 2 m in size and vary in shape from oval to 
elongate. These inclusions represent secondary inclusions 
along healed microfractures in the crystals and rock. They 
indicate that the rock was strained during metamorphism.

Stage II. Samples of Stage II quartz veins are 
clouded by a multitude of minute fluid inclusions which are 
oval, elongate, or irregular in shape. Most appear to be 
one phase inclusions, although their very small size (<2 m) 
makes phase identification difficult.

The inclusions are located along innumerable diffuse 
and irregular planes which crosscut the samples. They are 
all considered to lie along healed microfractures, and 
therefore, may all be secondary.
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Elongate inclusions are occasionally oriented with 

the long axis perpendicular to the healed fracture planes. 
This orientation of inclusions has been termed "transposed 
planes" of inclusions (Touret, 1981). They are thought to 
be indicative of prograde metamorphic processes.

Calcite crystals are occasionally associated with 
this stage of quartz. They are commonly very cloudy and not 
suitable for fluid inclusion study.

Stage III. Stage III quartz is characterized by 
vitreous subhedral quartz spatially associated with galena. 
It is not readily distinguishable from Stage II quartz in 
hand specimen. Two types of fluid inclusions were found in 
Stage III quartz, one of primary and one of secondary 
origin.

Type 1: Type 1 inclusions are small, oval, two-phase
inclusions found near galena crystals in the clearest 
portions of quartz. They have consistent liquid-to-vapor 
ratios, do not lie in healed fracture planes, and occur 
singly and less frequently than all the secondary 
inclusions. For these reasons. Type 1 inclusions are 
considered to be primary inclusions.

Type 1 inclusions are HgO-COg-rich inclusions. The 
possible presence of C02 was noticed by the "jiggly" motion 
characteristic of the bubbles in inclusions. It was 
verified both by crushing tests and by the formation of



a CO2 clathrate compound during freezing tests (Reynolds, 
1984).

Clathrate compounds melted between -4°C and +7°C.
Ice melted between -12°C and -8°C (Reynolds, 1984). The low 
clathrate melting temperature range suggests the presence of 
NaCl which depresses the Tm of clathrate compounds (Collins, 
1979). The percent of NaCl present in these samples cannot 
be estimated because of the possible presence of CH4 which 
counteracts the effect of NaCl on the melting curve.

Inclusions were heated to determine homogenization 
temperatures. Many of the inclusions decrepitated before 
homogenization. Decrepitation occurred between 200° to 
225°C (Reynolds, 1984).

Homogenization temperatures were plotted on a 
histogram (see Fig. 8). As a group they range from 251°C to 
335°C, with a mean of 289°C. They are, however, divided 
into two distinct groups with means at 258°C and 322°C.

Pressure corrections were not attempted because of the 
presence of COg in the system. COg is immiscible in HgO at 
low temperatures (Roedder, 1982), and because of the shape 
of the immiscibility curve large variation in pressure and 
temperature can occur without signature in the fluid 
inclusions.
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Homogenization temperatures between 200-320°C are 

common in fluid inclusions from epithermal systems and from 
metamorphic terrane. However, the presence of COg in fluid 
inclusions is a common feature in metamorphic terranes, but 
is uncommon in hydrothermal systems. Therefore, Stage III 
quartz is probably derived from processes related to 
metamorphism, as indicated also by geological relationships.

Type 2: Sheets of very small, oval to irregularly
shaped, one-phase inclusions are also found in Stage III 
quartz samples. These are similar to the inclusions found 
in Stage II quartz, and represent secondary inclusions along 
healed microfractures.

Stage IV. Stage IV quartz is a late-stage, clear, 
euhedral vug-filling quartz. The fluid inclusions are 
irregularly shaped, one-phase inclusions which appear to 
define growth rings in the quartz (Reynolds, 1984). Rare 
two-phase inclusions with very inconsistent liquid to vapor 
volumetric ratios also occur. The one-phase inclusions are 
considered primary, and may be indicative of high pressure 
of entrapment (Reynolds, 1984).
Conclusions

All samples studied are clouded by the abundance of 
very small fluid inclusions. The overwhelming majority of 
inclusions in Stage I, II, and IV are secondary and are
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commonly found in planes along healed microfractures.
Natural decrepitation textures, inclusions along transposed 
planes, and inclusions along grain boundaries all indicate 
either crystallization, recrystallization, or strain during 
prograde metamorphic conditions.

Primary inclusions in Stage III quartz are HgO-COg 
rich and homogenize near a mean of 289°C. These 
homogenization temperatures and the presence of CO2 in the 
system may suggest crystallization during metamorphism, but 
are not definitive as genetic indicators in this case.

Conclusions
Three different genetic types of mineralization are 

found on the None-Too-Soon claim block. The earliest is a 
synsedimentary massive pyrrhotite lens which is stratabound 
within the Diablo Formation. It weathers to iron-hydroxides 
(goethite) which outline the Diablo Formation in brown on 
aerial photos.

The intermediate mineralization type comprises four 
stages of hypogene veining. The stages of vein mineraliza
tion are dominated by quartz and have varying, subordinate 
amounts of pyrite, calcite, galena, chalcopyrite, and
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barite. At least one stage of veining (Stage III) may have 
been crystallized during metamorphism of the host 
lithologies, as indicated by its fluid inclusions. The 
other three stages of veining may have been recrystallized 
or strained during prograde metamorphism, but their origins 
are otherwise uncertain. Alteration associated with the 
four stages of hypogene veining include sericitization of 
host lithologies, remobilized carbon along vein walls, and 
calcite + chlorite + antigorite + fuchsite(?) in spatially 
associated diabase dikes.

The youngest type of mineralization is supergene 
limonite enrichment which occurs as earthy limonite filling 
fractures in earlier quartz veins. The limonite occurs in a 
N-S trending zone coincident with the inferred trace of the 
Golconda thrust. The limonite zone also enhances the brown 
iron-hydroxide stain over the west section of the Diablo 
Formation as seen on aerial photos.



GEOLOGIC HISTORY

The study of the stratigraphy, structure, and 
mineralization of an area not only yields data on each one 
of these aspects, but also provides the framework for delin
eating the geologic history of the region. Thus, using the 
geologic data collected on the None-Too-Soon claim block as 
an outline, the geologic history of the central Toiyabe 
Mountains can be inferred as follows:

1) Conformable deposition of shelf and euxinic 
basin limestone, carbonaceous limestone, and carbonaceous 
shale from the Cambrian through the Ordovician.

2) Interruption of sediment deposition by the 
Antler Orogeny in Late Devonian-Early Mississippian time.
The Antler Orogeny created an orogenic highland through an 
area which would have included the present Toiyabe 
Mountains.

3) Erosion of any early Devonian sedimentation from 
the Antler Orogenic highlands during Mississippian through 
Pennsylvanian time.

4) Deposition of the Diablo Formation conglomerate, 
siltstone, and limestone within and along the edge of the 
eroded Antler Orogenic highland during Pennsylvanian (?)
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through Permian time. This period includes the synsedimen- 
tary deposition of pyrrhotite and pyrite within the Diablo 
Formation along the margin of the Antler Highland.

5) Interruption of sediment deposition by the 
Sonoma Orogeny in Late Permian through Triassic(?) time. 
Thrust faulting associated with the orogeny incorporated 
slices of the lPz2 unit, the Diablo units, and the deep
water Pablo Formation into the Golconda Allochthon.

Thrust faulting created isoclinal folds within the 
shale of the 1Pz2 unit, Babaie (1985). Regional 
metamorphism associated with the orogeny caused the 
segregation of quartz and pyrite boudins (Stage I 
mineralization) within the carbonaceous shale of unit lPz2.

6) Regional metamorphism of the central Toiyabe 
Mountains during a nearly continuous, but complex period of 
compressional folding and thrusting from the Mid-Jurassic(?) 
through the end of the Mesozoic era. The Mesozoic meta- 
morphic events are poorly dated and understood in central 
Nevada (Stewart, 1980). They may be associated with 
compressional folding and overthrusting of the Sevier 
Orogeny along N N-E trending belts in eastern Nevada and 
Utah. Structural movements associated with the Mesozoic 
tectonism include upturning and/or folding of the trace of 
the Golconda thrust in the central Toiyabe Mountains, and



later movement along this high angle N-S trending 
structure.

Prograde metamorphism associated with Mesozoic 
tectonism included at least two separate periods of 
metamorphic segregation and mobilization of quartz, calcite, 
and sulfides from carbonaceous shale in unit 1Pz2 and 
reprecipitation of these minerals within dilatant zones 
along the N-S trending fault zone (Stages II, III, and IV(?) 
of mineralization). During late retrograde metamorphism, 
quartz, calcite, and baritet?) were remobilized from unit 
1Pz2 and redeposited in vugs along the N-S trending fault 
zone (Stage IV mineralization).

7) Termination of regional metamorphism and the 
intrusion of the Ophir pluton during Tertiary time. Contact 
metamorphism associated with the Ophir pluton produced local 
hornfelsing within unit lPz2. Diabase dikes, possibly 
associated with the Ophir pluton, intruded the 1Pz2 unit and 
quartz veining along the N-S trending fault zone.

8) Supergene enrichment along the N-S trending 
fault zone. The supergene enrichment was produced by 
dissolution of sulfide lenses by acidic cold waters and 
reprecipitation of earthy limonite in fractures in the 
quartz veining. The processes of supergene enrichment are 
late in the geologic history of Wisconsin Canyon.
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GEOCHEMISTRY

The grades of gold and silver mineralization were 
studied by sampling, compiling sample data, calculating 
background values for each metal and rock type, plotting 
anomalous values on maps, and correlating anomalous areas 
with specific geologic features and types of mineraliza
tion.

Sampling
Numerous companies were invited to assess the 

None-Too-Soon claim block with the stipulation that all 
assay values could be used for compilation in this study. 
Gold Fields Mining Corporation and Freeport Exploration 
Company conducted the most extensive sampling programs and 
funded analyses of many additional samples for the, author. 
All assay data were plotted on a topographic map at a scale 
of 1 :1200.

In total, 163 rock chip samples and 70 soil samples 
were taken. Gold and silver were assayed in all samples.
In addition. Gold Fields Mining Corporation assayed for As, 
Cu, and Sb in many of their samples, and Freeport assayed 
some samples for As.
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Calculation of Background Values

Assay values were separated into two data files on 
the basis of lithology. The two files represent samples 
taken in the Diablo Formation (where rocks are generally 
siliceous), and samples taken in the iPz units (where the 
rocks are limestones with varying percentages of 
carbonaceous material). Assays of vein material were not 
included because of their effect on the calculations of 
background values for the host rock.

The sample assays were entered into two data files 
using 1-2-3 Lotus on an IBM PC computer. Cumulative 
frequencies were calculated and plotted (see Appendix A for 
calculation examples and frequency plots).

Background and threshold values for Au, Ag, and As in 
both lithologies were measured from the frequency plots by 
fitting three lines to the cumulative frequency curves (see 
Fig. 9). Using this method values were estimated and 
summarized in Table II.

Background and threshold values are not measured for 
Cu or Sb because of the great deviation shown in the 
frequency curves (see Appendix A). Deviation in cumulative 
frequency curves can result from inadequate sampling 
coverage or inaccuracies in assay values. In this case they 
probably result from statistically scarce sampling coverage 
for these two metals.
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TABLE II Background Values for Au, Ag, and As

Rock Metal background threshold anomalous
Type (ppm) (ppm) (ppm)

1Pz2 gold <0.05 0.05-0.18 >0.18
silver <7 7-14 >14
arsenic <180 180-300 >300

Diablo gold <0.05 0.05-0.08 >0.08
silver <5 5-14 >14
arsenic <120 120-240 >240

Sample Anomaly Maps
Anomaly maps were made of Au, Ag, and As using the 

calculated background and threshold values for each rock 
type (see Figs. 10-13). Samples with assays above 
background are circled in green, and those with anomalous 
values are circled in red. Anomalous underground samples 
are projected vertically on the surface map and are plotted 
with a red or green letter "u" (see Appendix B for 
underground sample locations).

Several general observations can be made upon initial 
inspection of the anomaly maps. Firstly, the density 
distribution of sample locations is poor because of poor 
outcrop in the area. This results in areas with a high 
density of samples and areas with virtually no samples.
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Thus, anomalous areas can either look more pronounced or 
they will be poorly expressed.

One solution to these problems is to run a series of 
soil lines across areas of poor exposure. Three soil lines 
were sampled in the mapped area. They were successful in 
delineating the continuation of areas of mineralization (see 
Figs. 10-13 and Appendix C).

Secondly, with the understanding that sample 
distribution is poor, areas of anomalous gold and silver 
values can still generally be depicted. The most pronounced 
area trends roughly N-S through the center of the mapped 
area, (Anomaly #1 on Fig. 13).

The second most pronounced area is to the west of the 
main anomalous area. Anomaly #2 on Fig. 13. It appears less 
distinctive, but may be so because of sample distribution. 
Soil line anomalies seem to tie these two areas together.

Thirdly, general observations on metal distribution 
can be made. There is a segregation between Au and Ag 
values. Gold is anomalous along the main N-S zone. Anomaly 
#1 and continues in a pod to the west, near and above Adit 
3, Anomaly #2. It also has outlying samples to the east 
within the Diablo Formation, Anomaly #4 on Fig. 13.

Silver, however, is only anomalous at the southern 
end of Anomaly #1, and is more concentrated near Anomalies
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#2 & 3. It also has isolated anomalies within the Diablo 
Formation on the east. Anomaly #4.

Arsenic tends to follow the gold distribution but has 
a slightly larger halo around anomalous areas. It is 
especially sensitive in the soil line assays where it seems 
to delineate the continuation of gold in Anomaly #1.
(Samples along the Gold Fields Mining Corporation soil line 
were not assayed for As.)

Arsenic values do not correspond with silver 
anomalies. The metal occurs only irregularly near anomalous 
silver areas.

Anomalous Geology and Types of Mineralization
For any anomaly map to be fully informative it must 

be correlated with the geology and types of mineralization, 
present in the area. This was done by overlaying the 
anomaly maps with the surface geology map and directly 
correlating geologic features with different anomalous 
areas. This method helps to both differentiate between two 
separate anomalies which may overlap in space, but are 
genetically unrelated, and to compare spatially separated 
anomalies which have the same type and controls of 
mineralization.

Table III summarizes the correlations between the 
anomalies and their geology and type of mineralization. 
Three different areas were originally chosen which were



TABLE III: Summary of geologic data and mineralization of anomalous areas

ANOMALY
AREA

ASSOCIATED
ECONOMIC
MCTAIS

GEOLOGIC 
SETTING/ 
ROCK TYPE

TYPES OP 
MINERALIZATION

STAGES OP 
QUARTZ (if 
appropriate)

ASSOCIATED
MINERALS ALTERATION

CONTROIS ON 
MINERALIZATION

HIGH
ASSAY
VALUES

AVERAGE
ASSAY
VAtUES

< 1
Main N-S 
Area above 
Adit 4

flu, (flg) Along high 
angle fault 
(trace of 
Golconda 
Thrust?)

Limonite super
gene enrichment 
ever quartz 
veining

Stages II, 
III, .TV(?)

Limonite,
quartz,
calcite,
(pyrite)

Remoblized 
carbon & 
sericite 
along 
structures

Structural 1.22 ppm Au 
89.0 ppm Ag 
1990 ppm As

0.10 ppm Au 
7.3 ppm Aq 
272 ppm As

12a 
Near 
Adit 3

Ag, flu Quartz 
veining in 
fissures in 
1Pz2

Quartz Veins Stages II, 
III, IV

Quartz,
calcite,
(galena),
(pyrite)

Remoblized
carbon

Structural 0.31 ppm Au 
483.0 ppm Ag 
1780 ppm As

0.05 pon Au 
22 p m  Ag 
169 ppm As

12b 
Near 
Adit 1

flg, flu Quartz 
veining in 
lPz2

Quartz Veins Stages II, 
III, IV(?)

Quartz, cc,
galena,
pyrite,
azurite,
(cHhlcopy-
rite)

Sericite in 
1Pz2 host, 
remoblized 
C, cc-chl- 
antig in 
dike rxs.

Structural
0.31 ppm Au 
483.0 ppm Ag 
1780 ppm As

0.05 ppm Au 
22 ppm Aq 
169 ppm As

13
Near
Adit 1

Ag, (flu) Limestone in 
!Pz2

Introduced 
massive 
pyrite horizon

(Possible 
Stage III)

Quartz,
calcite,
pyrite

CC-chl- 
antig- 
fuchsite in 
adjacent 
dike

Stratabound(?) 0.66 ppm Au 
810.0 ppm Ag 
261 ppm As

0.27 ppm Au 
172.3 ppm Ag 
131 ppm As

14
ADS and 
USHF

Ag, flu Quartz veins 
in Diablo 
Formation

Quartz veining Stage III Quartz,
galena,
limonite

Structural 0.24 ppm Au 
482.4 ppm Ag 
1000 ppm As

0.06 ppm Au 
91.4 ppm Ag 
89 ppm As

IS
Pyrrhotite
Pit

( ( A U ) ) Pebble- 
conglomerate 
in Diablo Fm.

Synsod intent ary 
pyrrhotite

---------— Po, pyr, 
cyp, cc.

Sericite
altered
host

Stratabound 0.05 ppm Au 
2.9 ppm Ag 

407 ppm As
0.02 p m  Au 
1.8 ppm Aq 
127 D m  As

asto
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anomalous in gold and/or silver. These included the main 
area above Adit 4, Anomaly #1, the area near Adit 1, Anomaly 
2b, and a possible separate anomaly around Adit 3, Anomaly 
2a.

The geologic setting, mineralization type, stages of 
quartz (if appropriate), associated minerals, associated 
alteration assemblages, and assay values were listed for 
each area and evaluated. From this study two separate 
anomalies were distinguished near Adit 1 (Anomalies *2b and 
*3 on Table III), the anomaly above Adit 4 was 
differentiated from that near Adit 3 (Anomalies #1 and #2a 
on Table III), and the anomaly near Adit 3( Anomaly #2a) was 
correlated with a similar type of mineralization near Adit 1 
(Anomaly #2b on Table III).

Near Adit 1 anomalous values were found to come from 
two separate areas that have two different types of 
mineralization and controls on mineralization (Anomalies 2b 
and 3). Anomaly 2b is the massive quartz veining that is 
structurally controlled within faults in the lPz2 unit. 
Whereas Anomaly 3 is a massive pyrite horizon within the 
1Pz2 limestone that may be lithologically controlled. Both 
are silver rich with subordinate gold.

Along the main mineralization trend above Adit 4 
(Anomaly #1) it was found that higher gold values are 
spatially associated with a zone of limonite supergene
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enrichment which is superimposed on earlier massive quartz 
veins. Samples in massive quartz veins without the limonite 
are consistently lower in metal values.

Anomalous values in Adit 3 (Anomaly *2a) are 
predominantly silver and were found in quartz veins within 
the 1Pz2 unit. This type of mineralization is similar to 
Anomaly #2b in Adit 1 but very different from Anomaly #1.

In addition to these anomalies, mineralization within 
narrow quartz veins in the Diablo Formation was included in 
the table (Anomaly #4). This inclusion explains the 
isolated anomalies of gold and silver within the Diablo 
Formation.

Although the massive pyrrhotite zone is not anomalous 
in gold or silver, it was also included on the table 
(Anomaly #5 on Fig. 13). It was included because of its 
unique type of mineralization and geologic interest.

Conclusions
Gold is primarily anomalous 00.08 ppm) along a N-S 

trending zone above Adit 4. It is spatially associated with 
late supergene limonite which forms the matrix of complex 
massive quartz veins. Gold is also associated with silver 
mineralization in the massive quartz veins in Adit 1 and 
Adit 3.

Silver is anomalous 014 ppm) both in quartz veins in 
Adit 1 and 3, and in pyrite horizons in Adit 1. In the
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quartz veins silver occurs in Stage III quartz both within 
complex veins within the lPz2 unit and in narrow, simple 
veins in the Diablo Formation. It also occurs anomalously 
in massive pyrite horizons within the lPz2 limestones.

Arsenic outlines the gold anomalies, but does not 
outline silver areas. It is detectable in soil samples over 
gold anomalies, but no more so than is the gold itself 
detectable.

Two stages of metal mineralization can be outlined 
based on the geology and types of mineralization within 
anomalous areas. The first is an early silver-lead bearing 
period which is associated with Stage III quartz veining.
The second is a later gold bearing period which is 
associated with supergene limonite enrichment.



CONCLUSIONS

The geology of the None-Too-Soon claim block is 
characterized by four tectonic units. The oldest unit is 
divided into two subunits on the basis of structural 
characteristics and tectonic affinity. Subunit iPzl is an 
unfolded, unfaulted limestone and shale unit of Ordovician 
age. It is here considered autochthonous. Subunit lPz2 is 
a highly faulted, isoclinally folded limestone and shale 
unit also of Ordovician (?) age. It is here considered 
allochthonous.

The third unit is the Permian age Diablo Formation 
which is in depositional contact with subunit IPzl and in 
fault contact with subunit 1Pz2. The fault contact between 
the Diablo Formation and subunit lPz2 is hypothesized to be 
the Golconda thrust on the basis of lithologic discontinuity 
and regional studies by other workers. After thrusting 
during Permian-Triassic time, the Golconda thrust fault was 
itself folded during Mesozoic time, and is now a high angle 
complex fault zone defined by massive quartz veins.

The fourth unit is a series of young diabase dikes 
which intrude subunit 1Pz2 and the Diablo Formation, 
especially near their contact along the Golconda thrust
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fault. The dikes are pervasively carbonate-sericite- 
chlorite altered.

High angle faults and isoclinal folds dominate the 
structural regime,, especially in subunit lPz2. The high 
angle faults are frequently filled with massive quartz veins 
and have helped to concentrate mineralization in the host 
lithologies.

Three different genetic types of mineralization are 
found on the None-Too-Soon claim block. The oldest is 
synsedimentary mineralization which occurs as massive 
pyrrhotite which forms the matrix of conglomerate and 
siltstone within the Diablo Formation.

The intermediate-age mineralization is quartz 
dominated hypogene veining which is localized along numerous 
high angle faults. The veins are especially prominent near 
the Golconda thrust fault.

The quartz veins are composite veins formed by the 
interweaving of four stages of quartz-dominated 
mineralization. The different stages of mineralization and 
their relative ages are differentiated by clarity and 
texture of quartz, minerals associated with the quartz, 
crosscutting relationships between the veinlets of different 
stages, and distinguishing fluid inclusions.

Fluid inclusion studies indicate that hypogene 
veining occurred during a period of prolonged regional

I
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metamorphism which mobilized silica, calcium carbonate, and 
metals contained in the black shale and limestone host 
rocks, and reprecipitated them in dilatant zones in high 
angle faults. Metamorphism probably occurred during the 
Mesozoic era, i.e. after the Sonoma Orogeny in Permian- 
Triassic time, and before the intrusion of diabase dikes 
during Tertiary(?) time.

Supergene mineralization is the youngest type of 
mineralization on the None-Too-Soon claim block. It occurs 
along the Golconda thrust where the thrust has been folded 
upward and intruded by hypogene veins. The supergene 
mineralization consists of earthy limonite which fills the 
fractures within the quartz veins.

Four anomalies were outlined on the None-Too-Soon 
claim block. They were identified by calculating anomalous 
assay values for gold, silver, and arsenic in both subunit 
1Pz2 and the Diablo Formation, and outlining areas on the 
claim block with a high concentration of these assay values. 
The four anomalies are differentiated from one another both 
spatially and genetically.

Anomaly #1 covers the complex high angle fault zone 
thought to be the folded trace of the Golconda thrust. Rock 
samples in this area have high assay values of 1.22 ppm Au, 
89.0 ppm Ag, and 1990 ppm As, and average assay values of 
0.10 ppm Au, 7.3 ppm Ag, and 272 ppm As. The gold and



silver are probably contained within supergene earthy 
limonite which is pervasive along much of the Golconda 
thrust.

Anomaly #2 covers an area dominated by composite 
quartz veins which transect subunit lPz2. Anomaly #2 is not 
as well defined as Anomaly #1 because it is not as well 
exposed. Rock samples in Anomaly #2 have high assay values 
of 0.31 ppm Au, 483.0 ppm Ag, and 1780 ppm As, and average 
assay values of 0.05 ppm Au, 22.0 ppm Ag, and 169 ppm As. 
Galena and pyrite, thought to contain the gold and silver, 
occur exclusively in Stage III quartz in the composite 
veins.

Anomaly #3 is spatially coincident with Anomaly #2, 
however, it is distinguished from Anomaly #2 by its unique 
geologic setting. Anomaly #3 is comprised of massive pyrite 
which replaces limestone in subunit lPz2. It is very poorly 
understood as it is exposed for only 2 m on a face of Adit 
#1. Rock samples from Anomaly #3 have high assay values of 
0.66 ppm Au, 810.0 ppm Ag, and 261 ppm As, and average assay 
values of 0.27 ppm Au, 172.3 ppm Ag, and 131 ppm As.

Anomaly #4 occurs over two areas which are spatially 
separated, but which are correlative geologically. The 
anomalous rocks are narrow one-stage simple quartz veins 
which transect limestone and siltstone of the Diablo
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Formation. The quartz veins consist exclusively of Stage 
III quartz, and commonly have galena, pyrite, and limonite 
with the quartz. Rock samples have high assay values of 
0.24 ppm Au, 482.4 ppm Ag, and 1000 ppm As, and average 
assay values of 0.06 ppm Au, 91.4 ppm Ag, and 89 ppm As.

Synsedimentary pyrrhotite mineralization, which 
occurs in the Diablo Formation, was also outlined on the 
anomaly map and studied. Rock samples were not anomalous in 
gold or silver, but were outlined and studied because of the 
unique genesis of these rocks. High assay values are 0.05 
ppm Au, 2.9 ppm Ag, and 407 ppm As.



CUMULATIVE FREQUENCY PLOTS AND SAMPLE 
GEOCHEMICAL BACKGROUND CALCULATION

APPENDIX A
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TABLE IV:

Sample #
L-6859 
L-6854 
L-6954 
L-5482 
L-6884 
L-5481 
L-6951 
L-6877 
L-6942 
L • 69 58 
L-6862 
L-6959 
L-5483 
L- 6844 
L- 6965 
L-6885 
L-6889 
L-6885 
L-6943 
L-6835 
L-6852 
L-6839 
L-6838 
L - 6 8 8 3 
L-6832 
L - 6881 
L-6957 
L-6858 
L-6879 
L-6955 
L-6941 
L-6842 
L-6855 
L-5487 
L-6834 
L-2976 
L-6962 
L-6961 
L-6949 
L-6952 
L-2982 
L-6831 
L-6863

Sample cumulative frequency calculations 
(Ag assays for subunit lPz2)
Ag (ppm) inc/bin freq/dist cum/freq

ND 0 2 2ND 1 19 21
0.2 2 19 40
0.2 3 65 46
0.3 4 14 60
0.3 5 4 64
0.4 6 4 68
0.5 7 3 71
0.5 8 3 74
0.6 9 1 75
0.6 10 1 76
0.6 11 2 78
0.6 12 2 80
0.7 13 1 81
0.7 14 0 81
0.8 15 0 81
0.8 16 0 81
0.9 17 0 81
0.9 18 0 81
0.9 19 0 81
1.0 20 0 81
1.1 21 1 82
1.1 22 0 82
1.1 23 0 82
1.1 24 0 82
1.2 25 0 82
1.2 26 0 82
1.2 27 0 82
1.3 28 0 82
1.3 29 0 82
1.4 30 0 82
1.5 31 0 82
1.5 32 0 82
1.5 33 0 82
1.5 . 34 1 83
1.8 35 0 83
1.9 36 0 83
1.9 37 0 83
2.0 38 0 83
2.0 39 0 83
2.1 40 0 83
2.2 41 0 83
2.2 42 1 84
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L-6906 2.6
L-2977 2.7
L-6937 2.8
L-6849 3.1
L-6846 3.1
L-6939 3.2
L-5479 3.4
L-6947 3.5
L-2978 3.6
L-5497 3.8
L* 6948 3.8
L-6946 3.8
L-6833 4.0
L-2972 4.0
L-6878 4.0
L-2973 4.0
L-6964 4.0
L-6847 4.1
L - 6 8 6 6 4.2
L-6944 4.5
L-6841 4.7
L-6875 5.1
L-6837 5.7
L - 69,45 5.8
L- 2974 5.9
L-6868 6.3
L-6845 6.5
L-6843 6.5
L-6856 7.3
L-2975 7.6
L-6861 8.0
L-6953 8.4
L-2981 9.2
L-6934 10.3
L-6963 10.9
L* 6848 11.1
L - 6 8 5 3 11.6
L-6882 12.7
L-6851 20.1
L-6936 33.7
L-6886 41.9
L- 6872 84.8
L-6956 115.0
L-6876 291.0
L-6874 483.0
L-6938 810.0

0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
0 84
1 85

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

ND - No detection
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Figure 14: Cumulative frequency plot of silver, 1P z 2 subunit
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UNDERGROUND SAMPLE LOCATION MAPS SHOWING 
THRESHOLD AND ANOMALOUS ASSAY LOCATIONS
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ROCK CHIP SAMPLES

Figure 23: Anomalous gold sample location map of Adit 1
and the upper road cut
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Figure 24: Anomalous silver sample location map of Adit 1
and the upper road cut
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Figure 25: Anomalous arsenic sample location map of Adit 1
and the upper road cut
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Figure 26: Anomalous gold sample location map of Adit 2
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Figure 27: Anomalous silver sample location map of Adit 2
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Figure 28: Anomalous arsenic sample location map of Adit 2
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Figure 29: Anomalous gold sample location map of Adit 3
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Figure 30: Anomalous silver sample location map of Adit 3
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Figure 31: Anomalous arsenic sample location map of Adit 3
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• Gold Field* Mining Corp. 
O  Freeport Exploration Co.

Julia T Brown, 1985

Figure 32: Anomalous gold sample location map of Adit 4
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Figure 33: Anomalous silver sample location map of Adit 4
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Figure 34: Anomalous arsenic sample location map of Adit 4
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CHIP ASSAYS
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TABLE V: Assays of rock chip samples, None-Too-Soon
Claim Block

Sample # Au (ppm) Ag (ppm) As (ppm)
J-2 0.00 1.3 95J-7 0.00 2.2 425J-8 0.00 0.4 65
J-9 0.00 0.4 95J-10 0.05 12.0 850J-23 0.48 2.2 550J-24 0.17 1.0 425J-25 0.05 0.6 215
J-26 0.21 9.5 750
J-27 0.10 25.4 750
J-28 0.05 1.7 190
J-29 0.10 2.2 475
J- 30 0.00 0.6 45
J-31 0.45 9.6 750
J- 32 0.00 0.4 55
QBX3 0.30 295.8 NA
1-USHF 0.18 482.4 NA
3001 0.05 4.5 475
3002 0.00 3.1 115
3003 0.00 0.2 10
3004 0.00 488.0 50
3005 0.00 2.6 3
3006 0.00 1.6 10
3007 0.00 2.9 5
3008 0.00 3.1 375
AD5-1 0.06 3.6 NA
AD5-2 0.00 3.0 NA
ADS-3 0.00 1.8 NAAD5-4 0.12 2.4 NAADS-5 0.00 3.0 NAADS -6 0.18 261.6 NAADS-7 0.06 3.0 NAADS-8 0.00 134.4 NAPER-l-ET 0.00 7.2 55PER-2-ET 0.17 9.4 450PER-3 -ET 0.00 3.1 190PER-4-ET 0.14 3.1 140PER-5-ET 0.14 3.3 425PER-6 -ET 0.00 3.3 85PER-7-ET 0.41 15.1 550PER-8 -ET 0.00 0.6 70PER-9 -ET 0.00 0.5 55PER-10 -ET 0.00 8.6 75
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PER-11-ET 0.00 13.7 95PER-12 -ET 0.00 5.8 25PER-13 -ET 0.00 1.4 100PER-17 -ET 0.00 0.6 500PER-18 -ET 0.00 1.2 140PER-20 -ET 0.00 2.2 15PER-35 -ET 0.10 11.0 140PER-38 -ET 0.00 9.6 85PER-39 -ET 0.00 1.6 35PER-40 -ET 0.00 1.9 500PER-41-ET 0.00 0.0 80PER-42 -ET 0.00 0.0 55PER-43 -ET 0.10 20.0 25PER-44 -ET 0.05 41.0 15WR-l-ET 0.00 8.1 NAWR-2-ET 0.05 9.9 NAWR-3-ET 0.00 42.4 NAWR-4-ET 0.00 1.6 NAWR-5 -ET 0.00 39.9 NAWR-6 -ET 0.00 4.8 NA
WR-7-ET 0.00 2.8 NAWR-8 -ET 0.00 0.5 NAWR-9-ET 0.00 3.3 NAWR-10-ET 0.00 0.8 NAWR-11-ET 0.00 0.7 NAWR-12 -ET 0.14 1.1 NAWR-13-ET 0.00 0.3 NA
WR-14-ET 0.05 0.6 NA
WR-15-ET 0.10 0.2 NA
WR-16 -ET 0.00 2.3 NA
WR-17-ET 0.00 5.2 NAWR-18-ET 0.00 2.1 NAWR-19 -ET 0.00 3.9 NAWR-20-ET 0.00 7.1 NAWR-21-ET 0.00 0.7 NAWR-22-ET 0.00 2.2 NAWR-23-ET 0.05 3.4 NAWR-24-ET 0.00 3.1 NAWR-37-ET 0.00 0.0 NAWR-38-ET 0.00 0.0 NAWR-39-ET 0.00 1.2 NAWR-40-ET 0.00 0.5 NAWR-41-ET 0 .0.0 0.9 NAWR-42-ET 0.00 1.6 NAWR-43-ET 0.00 1.0 NAWR-44-ET 0.00 29.7 NAWR-45 -ET 0.24 288.0 NAWR-46 -ET 0.00 39.5 NAKTH-21-ET 0.00 1.1 NACF-l-ET 0.00 2.3 225
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CF-2-ET 0.00 1.9 95CF-3-ET 0.00 6.8 65CF-4-ET 0.00 6.3 275CF-5-ET 0.00 3.5 85CF-6-ET 0.00 11.9 55CF-7-ET 0.00 1.4 45CF-8-ET 0.00 0.5 35CF-9-ET 0.00 3.7 275CF-10-ET 0.00 1.6 95CF-ll-ET 0.00 3.1 85CF-13-ET 0.00 89.0 275CF-14-ET 0.14 1.0 325CF-15-ET 0.00 0.5 • 75CF-16 -ET 0.05 332.0 1000CF-17-ET 0.00 2.4 215CF-18 -ET 0.00 2.4 70CF-19-ET 0.00 1.7 15CF-20-ET 0.00 2.8 95CF-21-ET 0.00 10.4 35CF-22 -ET 0.00 4.5 15
CF-23-ET 0.00 1.6 15CF-24-ET 0.00 1.5 8CF-25-ET 0.00 1.9 8CF-26-ET 0.00 3.2 25CF-27-ET 0.00 2.7 8
CF-28-ET 0.00 2.2 15
CF-29-ET 0.00 0.4 45
CF-30-ET 0.00 0.1 35
CF-31-ET 0.00 2.8 60CF-32 -ET 0.00 0.7 35
CF- 33 -ET 0.00 1.8 55CF-34-ET 0.31 4.1 550CF- 35 -ET 0.00 1.0 25CF-36-ET 0.62 89.0 240L-2972 0.11 4.0 240L- 2973 0.11 4.0 180L- 2974 0.17 5.9 225L-2975 0.25 7.6 383L-2976 0.06 1.8 106L-2977 0.02 2.7 8L-2978 0.04 3.6 199L-2979 0.27 17.7 345L-2980 0.25 17.2 560L-2981 0.11 9.2 251L-2982 0.03 2.1 70L- 2984 0.00 1.1 149L-2986 0.00 7.1 176L- 2987 0.29 7.3 107L-2988 0.43 2.3 213L-2994 0.00 1.2 22L-2995 0.03 2.2 407



L-5454 0.00 0.2 30L-5455 0.10 13.3 111L-5456 0.06 17.6 343L-5457 0.00 2.8 43L-5458 0.00 4.2 75L-5459 0.00 0.3 5L-5461 0.00 12.4 47L- 5462 0.06 6.6 239L-5463 0.05 0.6 139L-5464 0.07 0.2 0L-5465 0.04 24.4 510L-5466 0.07 7.6 333L- 5467 0.00 1.1 14L- 5468 0.06 4.8 154
L-5469 0.05 3.0 103L-5471 0.16 3.0 146L-5472 0.00 1.6 12L- 5473 0.04 11.2 85
L-5474 0.02 3.7 26L- 5475 0.00 0.3 36
L-5476 0.00 1.1 6
L-5477 0.00 1.8 21
L-5478 0.31 3.1 98
L-5479 0.16 3.4 123
L - 5481 0.00 0.3 0
L-5482 0.00 0.2 7
L- 5483 0.00 0.6 25
L-5484 0.08 2.2 169
L- 5485 0.08 4.2 43
L- 5486 0.17 2.5 1800
L-5487 0.00 1.5 27
L-5488 0.29 2.5 740
L- 5489 0.47 1.2 730L - 5491 0.00 0.5 35L-5492 0.00 3.3 102L - 5493 0.00 0.3 21L- 5494 0.06 1.6 149L-5495 0.03 2.7 68L-5496 0.00 2.4 71L-5497 0.12 3.8 580L-6831 0.05 2.2 261L-6832 0.00 1.1 6L-6833 0.02 4.0 93L-6834 0.03 1.5 152L-6835 0.02 0.9 122L-6836 0.02 2.9 0L-6837 0.03 5.7 137L - 6838 0.02 1.1 96L-6 83 9 0.00 1.1 132L-6841 0.08 4.7 420L-6842 0.00 1.5 18



L-6843 0.03 6.5 127L-6844 0.05 0.7 185L-6845 0.00 6.5 114L - 6 8 4 6 0.05 3.1 1490L-6847 0.03 4.1 160L-6848 0.00 11.1 36L-6849 0.09 3.1 149L-6851 0.17 20.1 291L-6852 0.00 1.0 9L-6853 0.18 11.6 144L-6854 0.00 0.0 8L-6855 0.00 1.5 18L-6856 0.00 7.3 * 22L-6858 0.00 1.2 0L-6859 0.00 0.0 0L-6861 0.03 8.0 92L-6862 0.18 0.6 1780L-6863 0.11 2.2 114L-6864 0.07 6.3 176L-6865 0.02 0.9 94L-6866 0.09 4.2 1990L-6867 0.05 1.6 55L-6871 0.27 0.9 5230L-6872 0.04 84.8 91L-6874 0.03 483.0 43
L-6875 0.00 5.1 11
L-6876 0.02 291.0 64
L-6877 0.00 0.5 0
L-6878 0.02 4.0 13
L-6879 0.00 1.3 23
L * 6881 0.04 1.2 480L - 6882 0.07 12.7 255
L-6883 0.03 1.1 363L-6884 0.16 0.3 631L-6885 0.00 0.8 37
L-6886 0.00 41.9 510L-6889 0.03 0.8 0L-6905 1.22 41.4 1430L - 6906 0.03 2.6 56L-6928 0.18 52.3 388
L-6929 0.03 2.2 113L-6931 0.05 8.2 41L-6932 0.00 0.4 26L-6933 0.00 2.4 19L-6934 0.00 10.3 0L-6936 0.42 33.7 201L-6937 0.08 2.8 42L-6938 0.66 810.0 261L-6939 0.02 3.2 9L-6941 0.11 1.4 301L-6942 0.07 0.5 134
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L- 6943 0.14 0.9 59L- 6944 0.00 4.5 8L- 6945 0.02 5.8 15L-6946 0.00 3.8 23L- 6947 0.00 3.5 18L-6948 0.00 3.8 10L- 6949 0.00 2.0 29
L- 6951 0.03 0.4 26L-6952 0.03 2.0 194
L-6953 0.00 8.4 14L-6954 0.00 0.2 23
L- 6955 0.00 1.3 109L - 6956 0.00 115.0 55L-6957 0.02 1.2 97L-6958 0.02 0.6 189L- 6959 0.00 0.6 54
L- 6961 0.06 1.9 96L - 6962 0.04 1.9 31
L-6963 0.12 10.9 103
L-6964 0.05 4.0 66
L-6965 0.00 0.7 42

NA - Not assayed
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TABLE VI: Assays of soil samples, None-Too-Soon Claim Block

Sample Au(ppm)
O+OOW ND
1+00W .02
2+00W ND
3+00W ND
4+00W ND
5+00W ND
6+00W ND
7+00W ND
8+00W ND
9+00W ND
10+00W ND
11+00W ND
12+OOW ND
13+00W ND
14+00W ND
15+00W ND
0+25W ND
1+25W ND
2+25W ND
3+25W ND
4+25W ND
0+50W .02
1+50W .09
2+50W .02
3+50W .09
4+50W ND
5+50W ND
6+50W ND
7+50W ND
8+50W ND
9+50W ND
10+50W ND
11+50W ND
12+50W ND
13+50W ND
14+50W ND
0+75W .05
1+7 5W .19
2+75W .02
3+7 5W .02
4+75W ND
CF-l-WSC ND
CF-2-WSC ND
CF-3-WSC ND
CF-4-WSC ND
CF-5-WSC ND

Ag(ppm) As (ppm)
3.1 425
3.8 625
6.7 405
3.7 175
6.0 110
2.8 55
2.4 50
2.0 45
1.1 45
2.1 60
2.4 50
1.0 60
2.7 45
2.3 75
2.7 65
6.8 35
2.6 445
3.7 485
8.5 295

18.9 260
3.2 70
3.5 420
4.2 440
4.1 225
7.3 270
2.6 65
2.6 50
1.3 9
1.8 50
1.3 40
2.9 50
1.0 60
7.7 55
1.2 40
2.o 70
3.1 60
2.6 445
6.9 335
3.8 210

24.1 320
2.5 60
0.8 NA
1.5 NA
5.6 NA
6.4 NA
2.8 NA
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CF-6-WSC ND 11.2 NA
CF-7-WSC ND 3.6 NA
CF-8-WSC ND 2.4 NACF-9-WSC .14 6.7 NA
CF-10-WSC .10 11.2' NA
CF-ll-WSC .14 5.2 NA
CF-12-WSC ND 2.0 NA
CF-13-WSC .10 3.5 NA
CF-14-WSC .14 3.9 NA
CF-15-WSC ND .80 NA
CF-16-WSC ND 1.9 NA
CF-17-WSC ND 5.4 NA
CF-18-WSC ND 1.3 NA
CF-19-WSC ND 2.1 NA
CF-20-WSC ND 1.6 NA
CF-21-WSC .05 6.1 NA
CF-22-WSC .27 1.9 NA
CF-23-WSC .21 4.2 NA
CF-24-WSC .10 2.6 NA
CF-25-WSC ND 3.0 NA
CF-26-WSC ND 2.5 NA
CF-27-WSC ND 2.3 NA
CF-28-WSC ND 3.3 NA
CF-29-WSC ND .80 NA
CF-30-WSC ND 3.3 NA

ND = No detection = assay below 0.02 ppm 
NA = Sample not assayed for this element
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F IG U R E  4: Schematic Cross Section of the NONE-TOO-SOON Claim Block.
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FIGURE 12: GEOCHEMICAL DATA: ARSENIC ROCK SAMPLES 1 1 7 1 6 3 0 '
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FIGURE 13: ANOMALY OUTLINES
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FIGURE 3: SURFACE AND UNDERGROUND GEOLOGY MAP OF THE
NONE TOO SOON CLAIM BLOCK, 

WISCONSIN CANYON, NEVADA
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FIGURE 10: GEOCHEMICAL DATA: GOLD
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FIGURE 11: GEOCHEMICAL DATA: SILVER
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